Automated beam angle and weight selection in radiotherapy treatment planning applied to pancreas tumors.
To extend and investigate the clinical value of a recently developed algorithm for automatic beam angle and beam weight selection, for irradiation of pancreas tumors. The algorithm aims at generation of acceptable treatment plans, i.e., delivering the prescribed tumor dose while strictly obeying the imposed hard constraints for organs at risk and target. Extensions were made to minimize the beam number and/or to escalate the tumor dose. For 5 pancreas patients, the clinical value and the potential for beam number reduction and dose escalation were investigated. Comparisons were made with clinical plans and equiangular plans. Compared to clinical plans, the generated plans with the same number of beams yielded a substantial reduction in the dose to critical tissues. Using the algorithm, an escalated tumor dose of 58 Gy could be achieved for two cases. Maximum dose escalations required a minimum of 3 to 4 beam orientations. For 13 CT slices and an in-slice resolution of 0.5 cm, the total calculation times were 23-55 min, including precalculation of 180 input dose distributions (15 min). The algorithm yielded acceptable treatment plans with clinically feasible numbers of beams, even for escalated tumor doses. Generated plans were superior to the clinically applied plans and to equiangular setups. Calculation times were clinically acceptable. The algorithm is now increasingly used in clinical routine.